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Story

Huge trend: Adventure time outside!

Kindergarten and school are places to feel comfortable at

Wolf, bear and wildcat will win their readers’ hearts by storm

Being together, being different, team spirit and bravery
This new heart-warming Story Time series is about the adventurous Forest School. Outside home and
without their families, the three cute animals go on missions on their own and learn that they win challenges
as a team. Mino, Lenni and Lola are sweet, brave and funny at the same time. In combination with large
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illustrations they make the best Goodnight Times and hopefully bring perfect dreams. If kids are able to
identify with all that happens in stories, they will be enthusiastic readers!
Mino the wolf and Lenni the bear are very best friends. Together they go to Forest School in Hurry-Scurry
Woods. A new adventure waits for all pupils in the woods every day! Luckily Mino and Lenni have helpful
talents. Mino is a true stickybeak detective and Lenni is strong as an ox. But Mino doesn’t like their new
classmate Lola Wildcat at all. He doesn’t want to have anything to do with a speedy cat! But when the three
of them get in trouble outside school they learn that they’re only strong if their superpowers are combined.
Where is the next adventure?
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